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Abstract— Generally the progress of plant is affected most 

commonly by its leaf diseases. Detecting leaf disease is the 

first step for treating the disease. The proposed method is 

used to detect the plant leaf disease by image processing. In 

this work we use image processing technique that is 

automatically notice signs of the disease. The main propose 

of the work is computerized detection and classification of 

leaf diseases. State of the art proposed approach is divided 

into four major stages. In the first stage pre-processing of 

input image which includes resizing and color conversion, 

noise removal using Weiner Filter, second stage is done with 

segmentation by using morphological based operation like 

erosion and dilation, third stage is used for feature extraction 

by Discrete Cosine  transform (DCT) method and final stage 

is to classify using SVM. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

India is an agricultural nation; in which about 70% of 

population is dependent upon agriculture. However, the 

cultivation of these crops for optimum yields and quality 

produce is highly technical. It can be accelerated by support 

of technological help. The management of plants requires 

close monitoring especially for the management of disease 

that can affect production drastically and therefore the 

postharvest life. The naked eye observation of experts is the 

main approach adopted for detection of leaf detection. 

Automated detection of leaf disease is a principal research 

topic as it will show advantages in monitoring colossal fields 

of crops and therefore automatically detects the disease as 

quickly as they appear on plant leaves. As a consequence, we 

are looking for fast, automatic, less expensive and accurate 

procedure to detect disease by calculating leaf area by of pixel 

number statistics. 

Leaf disease area determination may also be carried 

out through direct approaches, which entails the measuring of 

the entire character leaf areas or oblique ways, which are 

based on the relation of some plant characteristics with the 

real leaf area obtained in destructive tests. Present leaf disease 

detecting methods are grid counting method which has easy 

principals and high accuracy, but time consuming. 

Automated detection of leaf diseases is a predominant 

research topic as it should prove benefits in monitoring large 

fields of crops, and thus automatically detect the diseases 

from the symptoms that appear on the plant leaves. This 

enables computer vision that is to provide image based 

automatic inspection, process control and robot steerage. 

Disease management is a challenging task. Mostly 

diseases are seen on the leaves or stems of the plant. Precise 

quantification of these visually observed diseases, pests, traits 

has not studied yet because of the complexity of visual 

patterns. Hence there has been increasing demand for more 

specific and sophisticated image pattern understanding [1]. In 

agriculture search of automatic leaf disease detection is 

essential topic subject as it should show benefits in 

monitoring big fields of crops and hence automatically 

observe signs of disorder as quickly as they show up on plant 

leaves. The term disease is usually used just for destruction 

of live plants. This paper supplies various methods used to 

study of leaf disease detection using image processing. The 

approaches are for increasing throughput and discount 

subjectiveness arising from human experts in detecting the 

leaf disease. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Sachin D. Khirade and A. B. Patil [2] adapted some feature 

extraction and classification strategies to extract the points of 

diseased leaf and the classification of leaf diseases. Using 

ANN methods for classification of disease in plant leaf such 

as self-organizing feature map, back propagation algorithm, 

SVMs etc. have been efficiently used. From these 

approaches, they showed that they can properly identify and 

classify various leaf diseases using image processing 

strategies. 

Mr.Patil.S.P et al [3] used many image processing 

approaches to detect a disease part in leaf. Initially they 

convert the image to HSV color module from RGB, color 

based, ure based and shape based features are extracted from 

the color image. Based on these feature they classified 

different type of diseases.  

R. N. Kadu et al [4] have dealt with detection and 

classification of leaf diseases. They divide the work in to 4 

stages to find the disease, stages image acquisition, pre-

processing on image, color transform using YCbCr, 

segmentation using Otsu method, feature extraction using 

Gabor filter method and classification using SVM, using 

these steps they detected the disease and classified result. 

Several methods to identify plants have been 

proposed by Abdul Kadir et al [5]. Their methods did not 

capture color information, because color was not recognized 

as an important aspect to the identification. Rather, shape and 

vein, color, and texture features were incorporated to classify 

a leaf. In this paper, a neural network called Probabilistic 

Neural network (PNN) was used as a classifier. 

Hrushikesh Dattatray Marathe and Prerna 

Namdeorao Kothe provided a methodology to detect disease 

by calculating leaf area through pixel number statistics. The 

work is for increasing throughput and reducing 

subjectiveness arising from human experts in detecting the 

leaf disease. Leaf spots can be indicative of crop diseases, 

where leaf batches are examined manually and subjected to 

expert opinion. 
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Savita N. Ghaiwat and Parul Arora presented a 

survey on different classification techniques that was used for 

plant leaf disease classification. A classification technique 

deals with classifying each pattern in one of the distinct 

classes. A classification is a technique where leaf is classified 

based on its different morphological features. There are so 

many classification techniques such as k-Nearest Neighbor 

Classifier, Probabilistic Neural Network, Genetic Algorithm, 

Support Vector Machine, and Principal Component Analysis, 

Artificial neural network, Fuzzy logic. 

Renuka Rajendra Kajale implemented a system for 

detection and classification of leaf diseases, his system 

consists of four main steps, first a color transformation 

structure for the input RGB image is created, then the green 

pixels are masked and removed using specific threshold 

value, then the image is segmented and the useful segments 

are extracted, finally the texture statistics is computed. From 

the texture statistics, the diseases, if present on the plant leaf 

are evaluated.  

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

In the proposed system, we use two phases to identify and 

classify the type of the disease in the leaf, in the first step, i.e. 

Training phase we will take segmented image and pre-

processing will be applied, this step includes resize, color 

conversion, and noise removal. Then features DCT are 

extracted. Then store these images in database\Knowledge 

base. In the second phase, i.e. testing phase same process will 

be repeated along with the addition of segmentation, i.e. once 

we pre-process the image we have to segment the image, as a 

result region of the interest will be obtained. RBF SVM 

classifier is used to classify the disease type of the image 

(leaf). Figure 1 shows the block diagram of proposed system. 

 
Fig. 1: Architecture of Proposed System 

A. Pre-Processing 

Pre-processing is a stage where the input image is converted 

to gray scale image, gray values range between 0-255. The 

noise present in the image can be removed using wiener filter. 

Wiener Filter: The intention of the Wiener filter is to clear out 

noise that has corrupted a signal. It is based on a statistical 

approach. Natural filters are designed for a desired frequency 

response. The Wiener filter approaches filtering from 

different angle. One is assumed to have knowledge of the 

spectral properties of the common signal and the noise, and 

one seeks the LTI filter whose output would come as close to 

the original signal as possible. Wiener filters are 

characterized by the following. 

B. Segmentation: Morphological Operations 

Morphological Operation is a system for the study and 

processing of geometrical constitution, based on set 

hypothesis, lattice hypothesis, topology, and arbitrary 

functions. Here we initially convert the image to binary after 

which we follow dilation, subject, top, width based 

morphological operations are utilized. Dilation is one of the 

two basic operators within the field of mathematical 

morphology, the opposite being erosion. It is as a rule used to 

binary images; however there are versions that work on grey-

scale images. The major effort of the operator on a binary 

image is to regularly make bigger the boundaries of regions 

of foreground pixels (i.e. White pixels, typically). 

Consequently areas of foreground pixels develop in 

dimension at the same time holes inside these areas emerge 

as smaller. Dilation allows for objects to develop, thus 

probably filling in small holes and connecting disjoint 

objects. Erosion shrinks objects by way of etching away 

(eroding) their boundaries. 

C. Feature Extraction: Discreet Cosine Transform 

Function extraction can be carried out using normally two 

systems, particularly, the spatial domain approach and the 

frequency domain technique. The spatial domain makes use 

of the spatial information print photograph or employs some 

statistical measure of the spatial knowledge. 

On the other hand, frequency domain employs some 

kind of picture for feature extraction. In case of frequency 

domain feature extraction, pixel-by-pixel between images in 

the spatial domain isn't necessary. Phenomena, similar to 

rotation, scale and illumination, are more severe in the spatial 

frequency domain. Consequently, in what follows, it intends 

to strengthen a feature extraction algorithm based on 

frequency domain transformation. It's well-known that 

features extraction algorithms contain difficult computations. 

In contrast, discrete cosine transform (DCT) of real data 

avoids complex arithmetic and offers ease of implementation 

in sensible applications. Additionally, DCT can successfully 

manage the phase unwrapping problems and exhibits a robust 

power compaction property, i.e. lots of the signal information 

tends to be concentrated in a few low-frequency components 

of the DCT. Hence, we intend to improve an efficient feature 

extraction scheme using 2D-DCT. 

A discrete cosine transform (DCT) expresses a 

sequence of finitely many data points in terms of a sum of 

cosine functions oscillating at different frequencies. DCTs 

are important to numerous applications in science and 

engineering, from lossy compression of audio (e.g. MP3) and 

images (e.g. JPEG) (where small high-frequency components 

can be discarded), to spectral methods for the numerical 

solution of partial differential equations. The texture filter 

functions provide a statistical view of texture based on the 

image histogram. These functions can provide useful 

information about the texture of an image but cannot provide 

information about shape, i.e., the spatial relationships of 

pixels in an image. The discrete cosine transform (DCT) 

helps separate the image into parts (or spectral sub-bands) of 

differing importance (with respect to the image's visual 

quality). The DCT is similar to the discrete Fourier transform: 

it transforms a signal or image from the spatial domain to the 

frequency domain. 
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Fig. 2: Image Extraction 

In an image, most of the energy will be concentrated 

in the lower frequencies, so if we transform an image into its 

frequency components and throw away the higher frequency 

coefficients, we can reduce the amount of data needed to 

describe the image without sacrificing too much image 

quality. 

1) DCT- Method 

The discrete cosine transform (DCT) is closely related to the 

discrete Fourier transform. It is a separable linear 

transformation; that is, the two-dimensional transform is 

equivalent to a one-dimensional DCT performed along a 

single dimension followed by a one-dimensional DCT in the 

other dimension. The definition of the two-dimensional DCT 

for an input image A and output image B is Where M and N 

are the row and column size .If you apply the DCT to real 

data, the result is also real. 

 
Fig. 3: DCT Feature Extraction 
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And the corresponding inverse 2D DCT transform is 

simple F-1(u,v), where  

A(ε) = {
1

√2
    for ε = 0

1      otherwise
 

The basic operation of the DCT is as follows: 

 The input image is N by M; 

 f(i,j) is the intensity of the pixel in row i and column j; 

 F(u,v) is the DCT coefficient in row k1 and column k2 

of the DCT matrix. 

 For most images, much of the signal energy lies at low 

frequencies; these appear in the upper left corner of the 

DCT. 

 Compression is achieved since the lower right values 

represent higher frequencies, and are often small - small 

enough to be neglected with little visible distortion. 

 The DCT input is an 8 by 8 array of integers. This array 

contains each pixel's gray scale level; 8 bit pixels have 

levels from 0 to 255. 

Where 

A(ε) = {
1

√2
    for ε = 0

1      otherwise
 

 The output array of DCT coefficients contains integers; 

these can range from -1024 to 1023. 

DCT is used in this work because it offers the following 

desirable properties compared to DFT: 

1) DCT coefficients are always real numbers, as opposed to 

the DFT complex coefficients. 

2) ii. DCT can handle well signals with trends, whereas 

DFT suffers from the “frequency    leak” problem when 

representing simple trends. 

3) When successive values are highly correlated, DCT 

achieves better energy concentration than DFT and its 

performance compares closely to the optimal Karhunen-

Lo`eve transform. 

D. Classification  

In supervised machine learning, support vector machines 

(SVMs), also support vector networks are supervised learning 

models with associated learning capable algorithms that 

analyze data and recognize patterns, used for binary 

classification and to plot regression analysis. Given a set of 

training samples, each marked as belonging to one of two 

categories, an SVM training algorithm builds a model that 

assigns new examples into one category or the other, making 

it a non-probabilistic binary linear classifier. An SVM model 

is a representation of the examples as points in space, mapped 

such that the examples of the separate categories are divided 

into a clear gap that is as wide as possible. New samples are 

then mapped into that same space and are predicted to belong 

to a category based on which side of the gap which they fall 

on. In addition to performing linear binary classification, 

SVMs can efficiently perform a non-linear binary 

classification using what is called the kernel trick, which 

maps their inputs into high-dimensional feature spaces. The 

models are trained using svmtrain () and classified using 

svmclassify () commands in Matlab. The kernels used are:  

 Linear  

 Quadratic  

 Polynomial  

 MLP  

 RBF  

1) Radial Basis Kernel 

Commonly used radial basis kernel is gaussian kernel: 

K(Xi , Xj) =  EXP(-||Xi-Xj||)2/2 
      Gives a Gaussian radial basis function classifier. 

The output of the kernel is dependent on the Euclidean 

distance of xj from xi (one of these will be the support vector 

and the other will be the testing data point). The support 

vector will be the centre of the RBF and σ will determine the 

area of influence this support vector has over the data space 

and it is user defined parameter. Larger value of σ will give a 

smoother decision surface and more regular decision 

boundary. This is because an RBF with large σ will allow a 

support vector to have a strong influence over a larger area. 

A larger σ value will also reduce the number of support 

vectors. Since each support vector can cover a larger space, 

fewer are needed to define a boundary. 
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(a) Input Image 

  
(b) Gray Image 

  
(c) Segmented Image 

  
(d) Diseases Part 

  
(e) Classified Result 

Fig. 4: Results of Proposed Work 

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

Result of our proposed work is shown in the figure below 

figure 2. As we see in the Figure 4, (a) is input image; (b) is 

gray converted image from RGB, (c) is segmented image 

using morphological operations, (d) is the detected disease 

part, (e) Classified output. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we proposed a methodology to detect and 

classify the leaf disease using efficient image processing 

approaches. The system developed is used for plant diseases 

identification, the development of good categorization 

methods and precise features is highly important in order to 

use the system in real time. To identify the infection on 

leaves, Image Pre- processing is a trustworthy and capable 

way. It involves a group of techniques that are used to 

advance the value and optical appearance of an image. The 

projected approach uses DCT for extraction of feature and 

SVM classifier used for classification. This approach got a 

better result. An SVM based classifier is adopted which uses 

the Radial Basis kernel Function (RBF) to identify and 

classify different plant diseases.  Another important benefit 

of this approach is for plant diseases recognition at the initial 

stage of the disease. 
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